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Geology students discover .remains
By Debbie Mason
Two Eastern geology studen ts
on a group fi eld excursion in
southern Nevada are digging up
more than just rocks, according
to department chairman Ernest
H. Gilmour.
Gilmour , who r ecentl y returned from his three-week stint
as group director, said that senior Alan Buehler and graduate
student George Kakatskis discover ed the remains of a body
while conducting mapping exercises 50 miles southeast of Las
Vegas .
Buehler and Kakatskis made
the discovery early on the morning of May I, and proceeded to

Glendale, the nearest town , to
report their findi ngs . Gi l mour
said the pair journeyed to Glendale on foot , and arrived approxi mately three hours later.
Shortly after, law officials arrived at the discovery site. Gilmour, who was not In the area at
the tim e of the finding , said he
r eturned to find a barrage of
people and vehicles in the normally desolate area .
" I didn 't know what was going
on ," sa id Gilmour. " I drove up
the road and there were three
police cars , a helicopter, the
co roner 's unit and a homicide
investigation team in a large
van ."

Unaware that he was addressing the coro ner, Gi lmour
questioned a man about the com motion . He was told a body was
being removed from the area in a
bag , and the name of Kakatsk is
had been mentioned .
"That was quite a sca r e," sa id
Gilm our. " For a moment I
thought something had happened
to one of my students ."
For severa l minutes, Gil mour
attem pted to get more informati on about the incident. Finall y he
lea rned that the bag conta ined
the bones of a body which apparently had been there four or
five years .
" I was glad to hea r the bag was

full of bones and not a stud nt,"
Gilmour added .
A .25 ca liber gun found near the
remains drew many specu lations
as to the "who, what, when ,
where and whys" of the discover y .
Gilmour said some believed it
to be a si mple suici de, while
others thought perhaps the individual had fallen to his death
form a nearby cliff.
After an examination of the
skull , Buehler hypothesized that
th e victim may have r eceived a
shot to the hea d. Whil e no bull et
hole was visibly present, a portion of the skull was mi ssing .
" But almost anythi ng could

have been chewing away at it,"
Gilmour sa id .
Al th time h left Nevada,
Gilmour said th r emains had y t
to be identified . Howev r , a
duff!
bag and address book
found near th body could lead to
an id ntificatio n.
Gilmour said this is the second
incid nl of its kind that has
occurred during th e yearly camp.
Last yea r , EWU student Mark
Abrams fi shed a body out of Lake
Mead .
What 's more surprising , said
Gilmour, is that the bones found
by Buehler and Kakatskis went
undiscovered even after yea rs of
ex ploration in the same area .

Mayfest draws
6,000 spectators

On your mark, get set ...

Adam Na merow photo

Runn er s of all ages, s hapes, and s izes turn ed out for th e third annual Bloomsda y run in Spok a ne. The ra ce
began at noon Sunda y and 10,000 eager participant. walked, ran or were carri ed over th e eight mile course.

Along with WSU

Students to strike
By Ma rk Baumann
A student strike, which lasf
w • k failed to p r suadc legislators to meet demands for higher wages, is in th offing again
n xf Thursda y as Ea st rn joins
WS in protest, a<.:cording to A .S.
Pr sident Ron W igclt.
W ig ll sa id the ultimate goal
is to c.:ha ng I gislation in the
stale budget to allow th univ r ity incr ased funds from the
I gislature to rai s par'L-time stu dent employe wag · from $2.47
lo $2 .90 an hour .
tudents also ne ct an automatic seven percent wage iner ase on a yea rly ba sis and want
to s e their em ployment ri ghts
sp II d out, he said .

of about 25 percent of Eastern 's
700 student employees, succeeded in making the media aware of
the problem . There just wasn 't
enough pres ure on the legisla lors," W igelt sa id .
" Now with th new strik , the
media and th public wi ll b
receptive to the problem ," he
. aid . " They will wonder why
their r pre entativ s ar e not doing something to solv th probI m . When th public reali z s
thi s, th r wi ll b change ."
Washington State niversi ty is
in th sam position as Eastern ,
sa id W igelt , and will also strike
Thursday in a coordinat d pro-

Although rain d out and banished Lo the Special Events Pavili on for
its duration , Mayfesl '79 , or "Outdoor Intercourse Day " as it is billed
on campus , was ba sically a su<.:cess, according to SARB chairman Rob
Ryan .
Ryan sai d the move to the Pavilion ca used organizational problem
and some delays but th 5,000 lo 6,000 people all nding enjoyed the
event.
"One of the problems wa s with the sound system," said R an
" After we r ewir d many of the mikes to accommodate some of th '
bands , the syst m was frazzl ed . The sys tem is sensitive and th
r ewiring didn 't do the sound any good ."
Ryan aid other events, such as the car ba sh, took place ou id .
" Those events w re sponsor ed by clubs and groups ," he said . " As of
Friday they were all on but Sa turd ay many of them didn 't how up."
The food concessions ran into snags with th Conference and
Activities Center, said Ryan . A regulation , which ARB m mber
weren ' t aware of, allots ten p rcent of the ea rnings to th cent r .
" We told the Conference and Activitie Center to forg t it,'' sa id
Ryan . "Most of the groups don 't hav the kind of funds lo pa y that. "
The promised " Kentuck y Fried Movie" was show n Tuesday in the
PUB and the fireworks will be rescheduled later in the quarter.
Ryan said that beca use of delays the Spokane group " Kracker" I fl
for another engagement after only one or two songs.
" They promised to come back to Eastern for a fre , concert later in
the quarter."
SARB's chairman is optimistic that this Mayfest, the biggest ever,
wi ll benefit Eastern .
" I think it showed independent promoters that we do .,ave the
resources to pull off a big production ," said Ryan. " And we did it with
a li mited budget. r was r ea lly happy with it. "
That budg l was somewhat under $10,000 , according to A ..
President Ron Weigelt. The cost includes all publi city , posters, band
and specia l staging.

··------------------------again Inside

test.
"When th pu blic secs WSU
triking with us for the sa m
rea sons, th ey will know th probI m is not just i ·olated at Eastern . Thi s will h Ip th ' slrik
carry mor weight. "
Weigelt sa id there wi ll also be
pick t lin s n xt Thursday .
ting will strength n our
. We need to show lym pia w
ar , about our basic
rights, and that w ar lir d of
being tr at ct as I s er m mbers
of so<.:i ty . W also n d to
demonstrate to th I gislators
and th publi that it is a probl em
and · we want son thing don
about it. "

Should a nucl ear attack or .iatura l di sas ter strik e tom orrow, wou ld
yo u be pre pared? The •mphas is i no lon g rr on fall -out he ll ers, but
t' ar uation, according to llobert Pound , director of EmcrgPtu:y
. c r vices in Spokan e. Sec s tor pa gt• 12.
Primary t•lection take plac e toda y an d Eastern s tudent!> can pick
from among thn•c candidats for .S. pres ident. Be on th e inside
tra ck and sec what the trio sa s about future pla11 s and their
qualifi ca tions for the job. St>c tor. , pagt> :1.

Chris was once a :1o rmal , well-adjus ted Yale gra duate wi th a
brilliant future ah ad of him . ow he ha s onl ' ju ·t r ecovered from
his ex pcrit•nccs as a Moonie--a follO\\ Cr of thr He . Sun Myung
l\loon --a nd thP • wt•re'nl good . Sec stor , pa ge 7.
Sports enthusias ts across the nation are grabbing thc•ir rn<·qu!'ts
an ti hea di11 g for the courts . But th e 1>opular ga mt' is no long('!'
lt'n ni s, it's rac·t1uetball. Set• ·tory page 1:1.
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No holiday for police

Mayfest crowd rowdy
By Lisa DeAlva
To most area residents, Mayf est is a time of celebration--to
everyone, that is, except Campus
Safety and the Cheney Police.
Last Saturday's Mayfest saw
Campus Police operating with a
full staff plus 18 extra deputies
from the Spokane County Sheriff's Office and four sheriff's personnel. Cheney police added five
officers to their regular Saturday
duty roster.

Campus Police · Chief Barney
Issell said that even when the
weather caused the event to be
moved indoors to the Pavilion,
this year's attendance figure of
approximately 6,700 beat out last
year 's total of 2,000.
" Of those 6,700, we esitmated
that only 30 to 40 percent were
Eastern students ."

Visitors to Mayfest included
Eastern students, Spokane resideots, and the Gypsy Jokers, a
motorcycle gang based out of
Portland.
Anyone who had heard that the
law would be on vacation on
Saturday soon found out differently . Police confiscated large
amounts of booze, marijuana,
paraphernalia, drugs , knives and
even a gun from a permit-carrying Gypsy Joker.
Early in the afternoon, when
the band Kracker walked off the
stage because the sound system
wasn't working, the crowd became restless and several fights
broke out. No one was seriously
hurt, according to Campus Safety
Del. Aethel Wise.
All day and through the night,
both agencies had a backlog of
calls, but they just didn ' t have

enough manpower to cover them
all .
Many students' began feeling
the effects of their partying later
in the evening. lssel said that at
one point, they received two
passed out victim calls and a
knockout call (one concert-goer
was literally TKO'd) .
"It was pretty hard trying to
find them all on the floor, but
between sets when the lights
came on, we found five more on
the floor," he said . "Later on,
when the Pavilion had been cleared out, we got a call that we'd
missed one under the bleachers."
Sgt . Jim R~inbold of the
Cheney Police said that of all the
arrests made on May 5th, none
were Eastern students--but that
doesn 't mean all EWU students
were totally innocent, he added .

Svinth to head yearbook
Kathy Svinth, an EWU junior,
has been named to serve as editor
of Eas tern 's first yearbook since
1971 .
Svinth, who was appointed by
the Student Publications Commiss ion, says the yearbook is
scheduled for distribution during
the first week of June, 1980.
'As of yet, we don't have a title
for the yearbook," Svinth said.
' We're thinking of running a
name contest so the students will
have a say in what we're doing."
Svinth admitted that putting
together a yearbook will not be an
easy task--especially after such a
long hiatus . In addition to organizing a staff of writers and
photographers, a publisher must
also be selected.
Svinth said she has a partial
staff assembled, but added there
are still openings.
Tentative plans call for offices
located in the PUB .
Cost of the yearbook is expected to be about $10.

"We'll probably sell some advertising space to student clubs
to help defray costs, " Svinth said .
" I don 't see any reason why the
price will be above the $10
mark ."

Campaign fever

Jody Caprye photo

Busy on the campaign trail, A.S. candidates and volunteers have
been busy hanging signs which now cover the campus. The primary

election will be held today with polls open from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. at
various locations. Winners will go on to the general election next
Thursday.

Budget requests approved
Kathy Svinth

Yearbooks will be sold during
fall registration, with a fee
being added on as an option to
registration costs. Yearbooks can
also be purchased during the
school year through spring quarter, she added.

Air services axed
Students who are planning to
hop an inexpensive flight to Seattle on Aero America are going to
be out of luck until June 1.
Joel Eisenberg, president of
the Seattle-based airline, said
flights from Spokane to Seattle
are being postponed due to a
cutback in fuel allotment.
He said the company decided to
postpone the Spokane-Seattle run
until June 1, so that they can

''We already have a tight staff,
which will make the yearbook
something really special , something the students will be proud
of," Svinth said.
While the yearbook will include
Eastern 's administrative and
teaching staff, Svinth said, the
emphasis will be on the students .
" We want to have the book
truly representational of the
school and all facets of life at
Eastern. We'll cover everything
from dorm life to our commuting
students to Mayfest," she said.

continue offering full service on
Seattle-Hawaii runs.
If you're looking for an alternate way to get to Seattle, you
can fly Air West for $43 one way,
as opposed to Aero America's
one-way fare of $29.
When Aero-America resumes
service, it will still be a twicea-week run on Fridays and Sundays, leaving Spokane International Airport at 7:30 p.m.

The Associated Student Legislature unanimously passsed a
committee recommendation
Monday for the budgeting of
service and activities fees to
departmentally related groups.
The $88,204, budgeted to 15
groups, is only fifteen percent of
the total amount of services and
activities fees to be collected next
year.
"Representatives from the various departments presented their
budget requests to the finance
committee and our recommendations go to the legislature," said
Denver Parmenter, committee
chairman.
"This year because of a new
guideline in the S and A fee
process, we stayed within 15
percent of last year's budget."
Parmenter said the finance
committee cut almost all the
requested budgets to stay within
the allotted amount.
. The allocated money, he said,
1s for student wage monies, travel expenses, and goods and services. Money is usually not budgeted for equipment.

"Academic budgets should
handle equipment monies," said
Parmenter. "Only the theatre
department received equipment
funds to replace a stolen sewing
machine."
Parmenter said the budget will
now be sent to the university
planning and budget committee

before going to the Board of
Trustees for final passage.
The last S and A fee budget
hearing is sc~eduled for today in
PUB 121. The A.S. finance
committee will be recommending
budget proposals for the remaining 55 percent of the Associated
Studen~' budget for next year.

Job symposium today
The honorary business fraternity Alpha Kappa Psi will sponsor its annual job symposium
May 10 in the Kingston Hall
Auditorium.
The theme of this year's symposium is "Job · Outlook in the
1980's," according to a fraternity
spokesman.
Speakers at next Thursday's
symposium will be Paul Frucci, a
certified public accountant from
Paul Frucci & Associates of Spokane; Barbara Jordan, personnel
specialist from Hewlett Packard
Corp. in California; Terry Dobson, executive vice president of

·Weather
I

'

Weather data for the week of April 30-May7

Sun.

Mon. Tuel. V.'~. Thurs. Fri. Sat.
Mon.
Max. Temp
71
65•~ 64
70
60 &a 56 60
Mln. Te}llp
50
43
43
41
51 47 ' 38 , 34
Precip.
.26 .28
.03 .41 ,
'
High barometric reading: 31.10-Wed. 2

.Low barometric a:,eadJng: 29.5$-Sat, 6 .
,
.., ·, ,
Weather comttielits: ,The week's weather was highlighted by a •
spectacular development of two tomadQ funnels on,Tu~y near
Dayenpor_t, the other north~est of Fairchild Air Foi:ce ~ Neither did any darnaJe. While tornadoes are rare in Washington '
state, they are not unknown. The state, in fact, averages about one
a year. The week was cool a.:id vi_e ,.with temperat~ averaging
about 5 degteea F below· normal and preclpation total for May
, reachjng .72; normal for the month if ·1.46 in~. Met.eorololfst R.
Quinn. Observer Wayn, Shaw.

finance and administration for
Old National Bank; and William
Reiff, president of Acme Personnel.
The panel discussion will begin
at 10 a.m. and will be followed by
a question and answer period.
The panel will be chaired by
Forrest M. "Skip" Amsden,
EWU director of career planning
and placement.

Abernathy
to speak
Rev. Ralph Abernathy, president and co-founder of the
Southern Christian Leadershtp
Conference, will speak at noon
today in Showalter auditorium.
Born in Alabama, Abernathy.
co-founded the SCLC with the late
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
in 1957. He was with King
throughout the Civil Rights
movement in the late 19505 and
196QS and served as treasurer and
vice-president in the conference
during King's administration.
He took over the presidency
after King 'was assissinated in
1968 and remained in that office
until two years ago.
He is currently serving as
pastor in the W. Hunter St.
Baptist Church in Atlanta, Ga.

A.S. presidential hopefuls
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Trio face -o ff on election issues
Legislators would specialize in a
specific area, such as public
relations, and run on that basis,"
the EWU junior explained.
"Even the community colleges
are way ahead of us on this. Most
have set up boards and because

By Nancy Greer

Two A.S. presidential hopefuls
are calling for a smaller, more
efficient governing unit at East_ern so that student politics can
reach full potential.
But A.S. President Ron Weigelt, who is making a bid for reelection, says that such attempts
in recent ·years have met with
little success.
Today's primary election will
determine which two of the three
candida tes--Denver Parmenter,
Mike Leahy and Weigelt--will be
contenders in next Thursday's
general balloting.
Parmenter, 26, a government
major, says that consistent power struggles between the executive and legislative branches of
student government could be corrected by reorganizing the system.

lives, it would be able to work
better as a cohesive body and get
more accomplished."
Basic management is also a
prime factor that has been ignored by past student leaders, he
added.

Ron Weigelt

Denver Parmenter

of the tightness of the group, have
gained more control."
Leahy, 20, a junior from Liberty Lake, also pointed to poor
internal structure of student
government as a hindrance to its
effectiveness.
"Right now there seems to be
an aimless air about the whole
body; everyone is just floating
around," he said. "What is lacking is a definition of goals and
duties. We need to establish a
reason for being, instead of just
filling positions every election."
Leahy and running mate Skip
Cavanaugh, both organizational
communications majors, feel
that a smaller legislative body
would prove more flexible than
the present 15-member group.
"Right now seven of those seats
are open to re-election. That is
too big a turnover," Leahy said.
"If the legislature could be limited, perhaps to nine representa-

"Right now there is no accountability within the Associated Students," said Parmenter,
who has been a legislator this
year and served as executive
administrative assistant in 1978.
He is now serving as chairman of
the A.S. finance and bookstore
committees.
A possible solution would be to
regroup student government into
· one branch, such as a council or
tribunal, that would be headed by
the A.S. president. Parmenter
added that a growing number of
state universities and community
colleges have adopted similar
methods.
"Under such a system, there
would be no running at large.

an hour) and then divide by 50
(VA interpretation of "contact
hours.")
After contact hours are figured, for each class, add them
together and determine the number of contact hours for the
quarter. The number of quarter
hours for fulltime is eight, threequarter time is six and half-time
is four or more, Brumleve said.
To make sure contact hours
computations are correct, Brumleve said, it is suggested vets
contact the Office of Veterans
Affairs in Showalter Hall before
they register.

The contest is designed to give
high school students a chance to
test their problem-solving skills
against the clock, according to
Robinson.
"Each of the two-man teams
will be given a single problem
with a unique solution," he said.
"The team solving the problem in
the least amount of time will win.
In case of a tie, the team with
the most sophisticr.ted solution
will win."

[I
[I
11

11

In addition to the contest, the
computer exhibit will show the
l&test technology in calculators,
home computers, terminals,
microprocessors, minicomputers, word processing equipment,
and other components, according
to Herb Holden, computer consultant at Eastern.
The exhibition opens Friday
morning at 10:30 and is open to
the public until 9 p.m. Saturday it
is open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

11

Primary today
Primary voting for A.S. presidential, vice presidential, and
legislative positions opens today.
Legislative seats include 2, 3, 11,
12, 13, 14 and 15. ·
. The validity of teacher evaluations will be also be a matter for
student opinion on the ballot.
Polling places for the election

are the PUB, Tawanka , Kingston
Hall and the Fine Arts Complex
. between 8 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Spokane students may vote at
the Bon Marche building, 7th
floor between 8 a.m. and 7 p.m.
and at the Intercollegiate Nursing Center between 8 a.m. and 4
p.m.

EWU
BLOOD DRIVE
MAY 24-25
9:00-4:00 PUB MP Room
Sponsored By:
ROTC, ASEWU and
Spokane & Inland E~pire
Blood Bank

TYPING
-

"Over the past four years,
there have been at least two
attempts to alter the structure in
an attempt to shift the balance of
power from the executive to the
legislative branch," Weigelt added. "As we ·ended up with
basically the same structure, I
don't really feel the reorganization process accomplished that
much."

HELP SA VE A LIFE!!

Computer fair opens
A high school computer programming contest will highlight
added attractions at the EWU
computer equipment exhibit this
Friday and Saturday in the
Special Events Pavilion.
Twenty-six teams from area
high schools have registered for
the programming contest Friday
morning, according to Stan
Robinson, coordinator of the contest and an EWU mathematics
and computer science professor.

Mike Leahy

The key to solid government is
found within its personnel, the
A.S. president stressed.
"It is not simply the organization that makes something a
success ; it is those who are in
charge, " he explained . "You just
have to get good people."
During the past months, Weigelt's administration has been
plagued with turnovers. Four
SARB chairmen, three administrative assistants, three public
relations directors and two attorney generals have filtered
through his executive cabinet this
year .
" l would say that the number of
turnovers has not been all that
unusual. This always occurs in
any organization ," he said.
"There have been problems but
we have put together a solid
group this year."
Along with Leahy, Weigelt represented Eastern on the WAUS
board. In addition to coordinating
the tuition increase protest,. the
state organization is working for
student salary increases, collective bargaining for faculty and
the right for students to lobby, he
said.

"

Quafffica#onsneeded
Veterans planning to attend
EWU summer quarter should be
aware of "contact hours" that
apply before they register for
classes, said Mark Brumleve,
veterans' counselor.
For fulltime benefits, vets must
have 12 or more contact hours in
addition to the quarter hours
each class is worth, Brumleve
said.
To figure the contact hours of
each class, a simple formula is
used:
Add the number of hours in a
week each class meets (individually), multiply by 60 (minutes in

"You need to be able to choose
people who are specialized in
certain areas so that they can
educate you," he said. "While the
decision making responsibility
may ultimately be in the hands of
the A.S. president, he can't plow
through everything on his own."
Leahy, who was elected to the
legislature last spring, has served on the athletic policy board,
the campus planning committee
and is presently chairman of the
athletic review committee. He is
also one of two Eastern representatives to the Washington Association of University Students.
The state-wide organization,
which EWU joii:ied earlier this
year, was instrumental in preventing the tuition increase this
year, he said.
Weigelt, 21, a senior government major, disagrees that the
governing system needs to be
overhauled.

"I feel the system is workable
as it is and don't believe reorganization would do a heck of a
lot of good," said Weigelt, who is
without a running mate this year.
Current Vice President Fred McDowell is not seeking reelection.

Need help with that term paper or
special project? Experienced, professional typing on Smith-Corona
electric. Will consider any assignment. Satisfaction guaranteed. 75°
per page.

928-7319
-
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Decision time
Once again, Easfern's annual si de show is on . Th e sig ns are
up, the slogans are ouf and e veryone is runn ing a s hard and fast
as poss ible.
Today' s p rima ry will determ ine whi ch candidates will face off
in next week ' s general election . The only rea l con tes t is in the
fop ranks of presidential candidates, as no m ore than two each
are vying for the vice-presidential or seven legislative seats.
Of fhe trio of presidential hopefuls, two are serving stints on
the A.S . legislature and the o ther is reigning A.S . president.
The candi dates? M ike Leahy. Denver Parmenter . Ron W eigelt.
Leahy and vice - presidential candidate Skip Cava naug h were
firs t to start stumping the camp us, dis tributing " W e b e l iev e"
signs as soon as election filing opened fwo w eeks a g o .
Parmen ter and his running male, Barbara Zane, jumped on
the bandwagon the nexf week, louting respo nsibi l ity an d
experience as thei r ca tchwo rds.
Neither Leahy nor Parm enler's ca ndidacy w as unexpec te d , a s
each had bee n running u noffici a lly fo r w eeks .
But. We ig e l t's la sf- minule fi ling lasf Thursda y d id co m e a s a
surprise .
If will be his th ird l i me al t he poll s. In 1977, he losf the
presidency lo Jeff Toms on. Last sp rin g , he a nd vice p re siden t
Fred McDo w e ll cl inch e d their offices.
Usually a n incumbent can fall back on his record . Buf l ike
President Carter, whose popul a rity ha s d ipp ed l o a n all l im e
low, W eig elt ha s problems wi th p ub lic op i n ion .
Many feel he ha s made a poor show ing this year a s the
university' s lop student representat ive . Charges o f in eptness
and poor org a n izatio n have been hurled al him si n ce e nter ing
office.
Has he manag e d fo get the job done? II is e a sy to cri ticize one
in high office, be ii the occu p a nt of the W hile House or the th ird
floor of the PUB. Bu i the ou tlook tha t person ga i ns from the
height of his res p onsibility m ay d iffer from that of those who
stand b elow and chip awa y a l hi s a cti ons w i th doubl ing and
d isparag ing re ma rks.
11 ma y se e m unfa ir bu t t ha t' s the way the system works.
A nyo ne w ho ru ns fo r off ice is se tt ing h imself up for sharp and
often unfa ir crit ici sm .
W ithout a doubt We igelt deserves an A for effort. No one is
questi on i n~e i ther h is sincer i ty or hours of hard effort.
But such a demand i ng ;ob would take a heavy toll on anyone.
Isn ' t i t time for new blood?-- N .G .

May farce
Moyfest crumbled piece by p iece .
First, the weather was bad. If I hadn't gotten to know SARB
cha irman Rob Ryan and respect him for his ability and
determ ina ti on, I would blame that on him .
But he did make a crucial mistake in hiring what he termed
an " up and com i ng" new sound company from Spokane.
Ryon cl a i med hir ing professionals to furn ish the sound system
would shorten the time between groups because sound checks
would not be required . Why, then , were mikes checked and
rechecked? Even then, the sound was so distorted that good
groups sounded, al best, simply loud.
It was unw ise to hire an obviously untested company.
Mayfest hod face -sav ing potential for SARB; it could hove
compensated for prev ious mistakes. Instead, SARB's head is
once again stuck in the mud.
The fest i v i ties could only have been worse if all the bands
fo i led to show. I, fo r one, did not spend all Saturday in the
Pavilion . Who could without getting downright bored?
While mingl i ng i n the crowd during one of my many delays, I
remembered Ryan had said if bad weather forced the party
inside, everyth ing (minus the f ireworks) would go on as
scheduled.
A Spokane radio station hod advertised Moyfest as "a concert
with much, much more." While looking for the elusive "more,"
I found what was supposed to be the street fair : three tables.
One was for popcorn, one for T-shirts and one promo.ted a
women's group.
Mr. Ryan , what happened to the car bosh, the dunk tank, the
safe crocker, the backgammon tournament and the twicecan celled movie? During a five- m i nute period I was the
migrating wild Rainier Beer. It got bored and migrated further
south.
Please, Mr. Ryan, do not throw our money away to help
promote up and coming sound companies. I'm sure this one
didn't impress anyone, especially the group, "Kroeker." Bond
members walked off the stage because the sound system was
so poor.
And what happened to the money spent for the cancelled
fireworks and the sorry-looking concessions?
Granted, the basic purpose of our presence at EWU is
educat ion, not entertainment. But when I pay $54 a quarter in S
a nd A fee s, I expect some return for my money.
I certa i nly did not see many Eastern students tokir.ig part in
this $10,000 party. What I saw was the type of crowd who heard
th ere was free musi c and came to raise a little hell.--T.Mc.

Letters
Amateur night
I don't ususolly try to pass
judgement on what other
people do because it' s none of
my bus iness. But I can't unwill ingly be a port of something
l ike MAYFEST w i thout saying
something.
My tuition money goes to
support it.; my nerves hove to
put up w ith all the redneck
cattle-coll i ng all night; and my
life gets put in a little bit of
jeopardy every time some
good ale boy who can't hold
his liquor gets behind the
wheel of a car. So I guess that
makes i t my business.
I' ve seen a lot of "small town - gone - crazy" stuff in
movies about the south, but I
never really thought that kind
of mentality was so common
i n the Northwest.
What I can ' t figure out is
why everybody's so PROUD of
i t. I mean, gettin' drunk and
pukin' and heovin' is really
COOL around here!
As long as I must unwilli ngly support this "All-Ameri can" cultural event, at least let
me suggest a more realistic
name for i t: something like
"Amateur N ile" . . .
Jim Becker

Vets upset
It is sad to see a human
being concerned only with the
br icks, mortar, and paint when
it is the PEOPLE within that are
important. The residents of
Sutton Holl are not concerned
with renovation , empathy, or
a "sterilized" environment.
We are only concerned about

a home for students trying to
complete their education on
the G .I. Bill.
Sutton is only one of two
solvent Vets housing Coops in
the notion. It has worked here
because our people mode it
work with their lime and
effort.
Condemning Sutton takes
one more building away from
the students and gives it lo the
administrators. Mr. Weigelt's
condemnation leads us lo
wonder just who he repre sents-- the students?
Les Cummins
Mork Lis i
and the Sutton residents

Sutton solution 1
In his article "Vets lose
bottle" Ron Weigelt, failed to
realize the importance of Sutton Holl to its residents. No
doubt, Sutton Holl is in need of
renovation, but shutting it
down in the near future would
deprive the residents of a low
cost living in a congenial
atmosphere. As a president of
the students' body, does he
have a solution for not only
the Vets, but also a large
number of international students?
Boljit Soni
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So you UTant to b~ a. •••
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English
By Carol Wetzel
Persons born in the baby boom
of post World War II days are
now generally passed the educational phase of their lives, said
English department chairman
Grant Smith, so the demand for
teachers is dropping.
While about half of the Engh,,h
majors at Eastern are in Education, Smith said, "We are committed to reducing our faculty
because we don't see the need for
expansion.' '
The reduction will be "nothing
drastic," he said, with much of
it accountable to retirements .
" However, " the chairman
noted , "with a new emphasis in
public schools and colleges in
composition and improving verbal abilities, there will be more

opportunities for English teachers."
And, he added, there is a
demand for instructors to teach
English as a second language to
foreigners in this country . "This
should be pursued through the
master's level," he said.
But overall, while there is a
constant need for more teachers,
that need shouldn't increase appreciably, Smith said.
. .
Other eml?hases are mc_>V!!!g ~~
and taking positions of importance for English majors.
One emphasis is in technical, or
professional writing.
"This emphasis goes back to
the fact that verbal and writing
skills are what determine a person's advancement during a career," the chairman said, adding
they may not be quite so crucial
in the initial hiring.

Technical , or professional
writing means translating complex documents, manuals, and
other information into langauge
understandable to more than just
experts in the field .

Grant, writing, specifications
writing and other such chores in
industry, business and govern-

Yourturn
Student employees on the EWU
campus were urged to strike for
high er wages last week. About 25
percent of the 700 student workers did follow through and remained away from their jobs
Thursday. How effective do you
feel the one-day protest will be in
convincing state legislators to increase wages from $2.47 to minimum wage [$2.90]?

Michelle Pierson, 24, senior, general accounting, Cheney-"! feel
it brought the issue into public
view, which does have some
effect on the state legislature due
to television news coverage of the
strike. This coverage gave the
public knowledge of a serious
situation that needs to be remedied. Also, the state legislature
is supposedly doing the work the
public wants accomplished. I sincerely hope it passes."

the fact that some of the student
employees were already above
the $2.90 wage mark; there were
enough students who had nothing
to gain from the strike. These
students then worked for the
strikers, which made the strike
ineffective. "

didn't think the strike would help
much, but anytime I can take a
day off and no one calls me, I'll do
it. Besides, I think the tornado
warning was a sign that the
students were in the right."

Stephen Hughes, 22, junior, gov-

Kimberly Moore, 19, sophomore, business, campus-"Re-

gretfully, I feel it will have little
to no effect on state legislators.
Maybe if they were to send complaints and people to lobby, we
might have better results. But
who really noticed their strike;
except for us on campus who got
to eat out of paper bowls for one
morning.''

Kyle Adair, 20, sophomore, business, Cheney-"A one-day strike
will prove absolutely nothing.
What needs to be done is to have a
100 percent turnout on the strike.
Then and only then will it do any
good . A march of the workers
through the middle of the mall at
noon could prove to be very
beneficial to the workers."

ernment, campus-"The effect,
probably , because I don't know
for sure, is minimal due to the
federal law granting universities
the right to only pay 85 percent of
the federal minimum wage, at
their own discretion. If the students and A.S. President Weigelt
are serious about their campaign
to raise the wage from $2.47 to
$2.90 per hour, then they should
strike for an indefinite period of
time. Striking one day is utterly
worthless and possibly might
backfire. I guess we'll just have
to wait and see."

Saddlesores
Y.A l<.r,ow S!IYST(l
WE)! A f ftAT 7£Al'1,·
llk! L!WIS Al7P CLAiRk,

with students.
The English department has
sent a proposal to the Council of
Post-secondary Education that
Eastern might offer a Master of
Fine Arts degree , Smith said.
" It's a profess ional 2.rt degree," he said . " We want to
emphas ize the respectability of
being a professional artist. "
He noted that a secondary
emphasis is required at the graduate level in this area .
There is, of course, the preprofessional training that the
department offers, training useful for educational pursuits in
areas such as law and library,
Smith said .
" In bar exa ms, reading and
writing is very important. The
more that is done now the better
prepared you will be when going
to graduate school ," he said .
English and the s tudy of literature in general is the best way
to become fa miliar with the
culture too," Smith sa id .
" But the most importa nt r eason for majoring in E nglish is
that it is fun . It's fun to read ."
" It's a delusion that a ny department will trai n you s pecifica ll y for a job ," he sa id . " The
reason for going to a uni ve rsi ty is
to get a genera l ed uca ti on with
perha ps a specia l interes t in a
particula r fi eld ."

TODAY'S CBOSSIOID PVIILE
Keith Stroup, 20, sophomore,
business, Cheney-"None, due to

Alex
Berta, 20, sophomore,
history, Cheney-"Well, I really

ment are increasing in the job
market, Smith said.
The technical writing emphasis
requires a 15-credit internship, he
said, and the department is
swamped with requests for interns to the point that there aren ' t
enough students to go around.
Next year the department will
add a technical writing specialist
to meet the growing need for such
training, Smith sa id.
" This is a society of techn ical
communications ," he com mented. The Tri-Cities area , he
named as an example, has many
technological industries and so
should be an especially good area
of opportunities for those trained
in technical writing.
Another emphasis in English is
crea tive writing.
" A student doesn 't come into
this program with vocational interests," Smith said , "but we
show them how their skills can be
useful in the job market. ..how to
use their verbal skills to advance
once they get a job."
He sa id tha t more and more
students are showing interest in
crea tive writing, ,perha ps because of the growing interest in
the a rts generally .
The crea tive writing emphas is
fea tures a program in Ireland ,
a nd many visiting writers a nd
artists come to EWU to confer

lift illltY A!!!) ;)lJtY!

ACROSS
1 Dr ew back
6 Mu zzles
10 Verily
14 Pomme
de- :
Potato In
France
15 Old Japanese coin
16 Forefather
17 Keep - over one ' s
head
18 Half: Prefix
19 Col e 20 Kind of muscle
22 Diminish
24 Asian republic : Var .
26 Stripper
27 Bellies
31 Dine
32 Detroit or
Vancouver
team
33 Swan genus
35 - the mark
38 European
range
39 Bed parts
40 Israeli dance
41 Visualize
42 - hairs :
Quibble
43 Forces out
44 On behalf of

45 " -

-

twain shall
meet "
47 Fat-solubl e
compound
51 Tears
52 " Guess
Who ' s Coming- 54 Abstract
58 In the same
place : Abbr .
59 Blunder
61 Mr . Zola
62 So . Amer .
rodent
63 Author - S.
Gardner
64 Import
65 Legal man :
Abbr .
66 Canadian
whiskies
67 Gibe
DOWN
1 ERA or RBI
2 At this time
3 Dietary need
4 Wind-rain effects
5 Disfigures
6 Object of
faith
7 In the sack
8 Pan-Ameri can 9 Laughs of a
sort
10 Agreement
11 Italian city

Last week's puzzle

12 Wipe away
13 More up-Iodate
21 Explorer
John 23 Water bodies
25 Hillock
27 Alack 's partner
28 Liver se cretion
29 Info .
30 Killed
34 Aquatic animal
35 Sell racing
Info.
36 Straight:
Comb . form
37 Freedom
from worry
39 Jesse

Owens o r
Perc y Williams
40 Jockey s
42 In the near
future
43 Qu ell
44 Cru soe ' s
companion
46 Big shot
47 Grass genu s
48 Go - for : Support
49 Decree
50 lrist county :
Informal
53 Stir up
55 Motion picture
56 German
girl 's name
57 Clairvoyant
60 Foot
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CANDIDATES FORUM

MIKE LEAHY

A.S. President
I feel very confident about
Eastern's future and our own role
in it as students. Our student
government structure is our most
effective means available to partake in the overall governing of
department, faculty and program quality.
No doubt ASEWU hasn't carried with it much or a reputation
in the past few years. The politics
and power games can only be
detrimental to ASEWU achieving
the goals it has set before it.
If I am elected, I will publicly
seek out what I hope to be the
most qualified staff possible
through the various media and
academic departments on campus. With this combined expertise, maybe we can start building
a student government together,
the way it was meant to be.

DENVER PARMENTER
A.S. President
For two years I have been
involved in the Associated Student Government as an administrative assistant in the executive
and currently as a legislator. I
have prepared myself for this job
and I take it seriously.
I have two main objectives:
First, ensure that student government is organized and informed
in order to work with the administration equally and effectively.
In the past, students have been
the reactor rather than the initiator. Second, work to bring the
student government closer to
you. Student apathy found its
roots in a do-nothing student
government. You support me
now and I pledge my undivided
support next year.

RON WEIGELT
A.S. President
Ron was born and raised in
Seattle. A graduate of West Seattle High School, he attended
Eastern Washington University,
where he will receive a degree in
political science this Spring.
While at EWU, he has been a
hard and dedicated worker for
several organizations and served
as president of the Unviersity's
Associated Students.
As a student, Ron is well-known
and respected for his work in
various schools. An active Easterner, he is a member of the
Young Republican Federation
[Social Activities Chair), the
American Society for Public Administration, and the Spokane
Taxpayer's Association.

SKIP CAVANAUGH
A.S. Vice President
In analyzing my potential role
in student government and some
of its current problems, I can see
a need for developing closer
working relationships-more interaction-between the various
members of ASEWU.
Working to improve the co. hesiveness of all the Associated
Students should definitely be a
high priority on the list of current
student government trouble spots
demanding attention.
But, if elected, I would encourage that perhaps we, as
members of the executive
branch, should take it upon ourselves to set an example before
demanding such quality of_
others.

'.

BARBARA ZANE
A.S. Vice-President
Having attended legislature
meetings and having been involved in student government for
the last year, I know the policies,
procedures, people and issues
that must be dealt with. This
means that if I were elected I
would be able to immediately
begin working for you, without
using valuable time for training.
My major in urban and regional planning would help me in
student government because I
know how to organize programs.
I am trained to solicit student
response, to design a system and
to implement approved ideas.
The total of my qualifications
make me the most qualified candidate for A.S. vice-president.

A PAID ADVERTISEMENT
BY

THE ASEWU

Leg. Position 2
Last year, 1 was in student
government at Spokane Community College. l feel this experience has helped me to become capable of dealing with the
student affairs or EWU .
1 would particularly like to
work on getting more student
input with student affairs.

Leg. Position 11
Working in Phase II in the HPE
Complex as Custodian Lead for
the past two years has brought
me into close contact with a large
percent or the student population
on both a personal and a business
level.
As a full-time student myself, I
feel very strongly about the
issues that face the student body.
Because of my position as both
student and employee here at
EWU, I have a sincere interest in
the welfare of the students and
added insight into the issues that
EWU will encounter.

LORIN COOMBS
Leg. Position 2
o statement

RON KEENE
Leg. Position 3
One or the biggest problems at
Eastern is student apathy and the
only way to solve it is to get
involved. That is the main reason
why I'm running for legislative
position 3.
Having been a legislator for
one year, I am familiar with A.S.
and some of its problems. The
only promise I can make besides
filling the obligations or the position, is to listen to the students
or Eastern and try to represent
them accurately.

JACK SMITH
Leg. Position 12
In my opinion, there are two
inherent problems in the ASEWU
that could be solved by the
student legislature.
These problems are lack of
student control of A.S. funds and
an administration that refuses to
realize the problem solving and
decision-making abilities of the
ASEWU.
Oftentimes people are heard to
say, "It doesn't matter because it
is only the student government."
I for one am sick of this attitude.
The student government uses the
same procedures and processes
as the government of the United
States and I believe it should be
taken seriously.

MICHAEL M~ANS
Leg. Position 11
No statement

CRAIG MASON
Leg. Position 14
am running simply as a
protest candidate.
I have become convinced that
Eastern needs a tough general
education program so that all
holders of a college degree from
this institution will not be an
embarrassment to the term
"higher education."
Eastern, like many institutions
today, has confused advanced
auto shop, for example, business
or education training, for genuine
education. We must be provided
with rigorous classes from all
disciplines as a core program, or
else we will fail as future leaders
because of our inability to understand the broad social issues
outside of our narrow professions.
I expect a lot of people won't
·like this. If you do, tell someone.
I'm running without slogans or
signs.

MELODY LEWIS
Leg. Position 13
I'm Melody Lewis and I'm
currently running for legislative
position 13. As a junior here at
Eastern, I've been involved in
many forms of student government for the past three years,
ranging from dorm council to
speaker of the ASEWU Legislature.
This past year I've worked on
such things as collecting signatures against the tuition increase and worked on the tuition

JAMES DODDS
Leg. Position 14
A democratic government
should represent its constituency.
The overwhelming majority of
the students on this campus are
apathetic. These students are not
being represented. The people
that run for ASEWU office, along
with the people that vote for them
[approximately 12 percent of the
student body J are the peopl~ that
care. While this is the way it
should be, these people are the
minority. I feel that the majority
should have a voice within the
government also.

KENN KASSMAN
Leg. Position 15
I am running for position 15
because I feel we, the students,
need a voice i~ what goes on in
our school.
How many students know that
the PUB is going to be extended
next year'?
Has anyone asked you what
services you would like to see in
the extension?
If I am elected to position 15 I
will make sure we, the students,
know about such issues and that
the administration knows our
views.
I was actively involved in the
tuition increase protest and as
the A.S. administrative assistant.

LARRY HERSEY
Leg. Position 15
The students at EWU have
great potential as was shown with
the fight to stop t.he tuition increase.
The A.S. needs organization to
communicate the issues and
activities that go on around us
and to have an open line between
the government and the students.
This is why I am running for A.S.
legislature.
Students must be informed
about the budget and have a voice
in where our monies go. It is time
to do something about the students' wages at EWU.
With your help, the A.S. will
grow and become very strong.
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Ex-Moonie

Putting the/ pieces back.,together
Chris Edwards went to Yale.
He grew up in a rich New York
City suburb. His dad was a surgeon. And his family was well-off.
Chris was lucky .
Chris did well at Yale. At age 21
he graduated with bachelor degrees in philosophy and psychology. Chris was smart.
But something happened to
Chris .
A year after graduation he
could not read. He didn't recognize his own parents . And he
acted like a 12-year-old.
Chris was a Moonie.
Chris did not want to become a
Moonie. In fact he didn 't even
want to join a religious group.
Actually he never really wanted
to join any kind of group at all. At
, least that's what he says.
But somehow he ended up on a
farm chanting praise for a fat
Korean businessman and dancing around in circles yelling
"Choo-choo-choo."
I talked to Chris a couple of
days ago. He was sitting in his
home in Montclair, N.J., relaxing. Three years ago he was
kidnapped by his father and deprogrammed by the controversial Ted Patrick .
At age 25, Chris is now trying to
live a normal life. At least as
normal a life as an ex-disciple of
Reverend Sun Myung Moon can
live. The memory of seven hellish
months in Moon's cult still haunts
him .

Chris is still not sure exactly
what he did or how·certain things
came about.
He had just graduated from
Yale and was on vacation in
Berkeley, Calif., when it happened.
In Berkeley Chris met Jacob.
Jacob invited Chris to dinner with
his "family."
The family turned out to be a
bunch of other y~>Ung . adults
calling themselves "Creative
Community Projects."
The family was friendly. Too
friendly. Chris wondered what
was going on.
"I thought it was a very curious
group," Chris told me. "But they
looked so simple. I guess I
thought they were just very
friendly, over-protective
people."
After dinner the family invited
Chris to stay. They seemed to like
him. They invited liim to take a
weekend trip with them out to
their farm .
Chris went. He didn't coma
back for a long time.
Chris says he wasn't drugged.
And he doesn't think he was
hypnotized. But he knows something very peculiar went on at the
farm.

By Linda Kinter

Many people feel that .closing
down the black colleges would
put a ceiling on the number of
black graduates, Hall sa id.

i
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One day Moon came to speak to
Chris's group. Chris remembers
Moon well .
"Moon's goal is to control the
world," Chris told me. "That's·
what Moon says. He wants a
world government, and everyone
in the cult is committed to die or
kill for this. I was. I would have
gone to war over him . Moon has
more control over his cult than
Jim Jones ever did over his in
Guyana ."
One day while Chris was working for the cult two men grabbed
him and threw him in the back of
a car . .They took him to a motel
where Patrick spent several days
talking to him trying to undo
what the cult leaders had done.
It took Chris more than a year
to completely recover from his
experience, and there are some
things that he will never recover
from.
He now wears a pair of thick
glasses. Before he joined the cult
he had 20-20 vision. But the strain
on his eyes from constantly staring has ruined them .
But perhaps the worst problem
Chris had after leaving the cult
was erasing a 12-year-old mentality embedded on him .
"I was like a child when I got
out," Chris said . " I was working

at the mental age of a 12- or
13-year-old. I actually had a hard
time reading."
Chris is now fully recovered.
But for the last three years he's
been trying to figure out exactly
what happened. It's been coming
back to him in bits and pieces.
During the last three years he's
kept a diary of everything he
could remember about .the cult.
Recently he put it a ll into a
book , "Crazy for God, " which
was released this spring. He is
also starting a nation-wide tour of
colleges to lecture on the subject.
But he is doing so in the face of
a lot of angry Moonies who Chris
says have been threatening and
harassing him.
"When I go to give a speech,
they wait outside for me," Chris
said. "Once one of them called a
talk show I was on, gave her
name, said she was a Moonie and
made a death threat right there.
But Chris has not let any of this
stop him .
"I think most people dismiss
cults too easily. A lot of people
don 't realize what they can do to
you until it happens. "
Chris didn 't.
But Chris was lucky.
"Pop's People" is a feature
written by syndicated columnist
Larry Popelka .

ROTC

'SPOKANE'S ANEST'

w

burgers or donuts that a local
restaurant wanted to dispose of,
and at night, if he was lucky, he
got four to six hours of sleep.

SUMMER JOB WITH A FUTURE

''Those people do not realize
that you can't go back," she said.
"We need more minority doctors,
lawyers, graduates. Don't be
fooled by the statement that our
population is over-educated.
There are still myths about the
minority to destroy, Hall said.
There are still those who would
look down on the Indian, the
black, the Chicano as inferior
because of their genetic heritage.
"Can you put a timetable on the
day when black students will
throw away their refuge?" she
asked. "Soon when the history
books are written there will not
have to be a separate section for
black history .,
"Hopefully we will not let a
wedge be drawn between us," she
said. "That one day we can sing
together, work together, play
together, grow together.''

I
I

"I had never read any articles
about cults," Chris told me. "I
remembered one article in Newsweek had mentioned the Reverend Moon. But I didn't think
much about it. You repress so
many of the negative feelings
about the group, because you're
taught to. You Sl)rt of develop
blinders."
At times Chris wanted to get
out. He sensed he was becoming a
part of something bad. But he
couldn't leave.
He was followed everywhere.
To lunch. To dinner. To the bathroom. To bed. They did not let up.
Eventually Chris became a
flower-seller. He'd travel in a van
with other cult members and
peddle flowers.
Chris worked 16, 18, and sometimes 20 hours a day for no pay.
He worked in the name of "The
Father"-Moon--and gave all the
money he made to his leaders .
For dinner he ate stale ham-

After a few days his eyes got
glassy and bulged like he was in
a trance.
"They control you in a hypnotic
way, " Chris told me. "They don't

Speaker questions
equality progress
Equality of all mankind.
For years this idea has been
fought about, talked about, sung
about. To those voices demanding equality is added that of Ruby
Hall, chairpers'On of the Oklahoma State Regents of Higher
Education.
She spoke at Showalter Hall
Tuesday as a part of the Black
Awareness Week festivities .
A small, soft-spoken black woman in her middle years, Hall
s(ioke with force and conviction
on the need for unity of all races
in all things.
But the centuries-old tradition
of white dominance has sent
minorities into shelters of their
own while demanding an equal
voice.
While commending the Black
Education Program for its work
and progress, Hall questioned the
need minorities have to "steal
away" into their own groups.
"Since we have achieved integration, why is it that we have
more segregation than before?"
she asked. "Must we still point up
the differences or can we point
out similarities?''
Acknowledging that there is
still resistance among whites in
some areas to retain dominance
over other races, Hall added that
"someday blacks will be able to
come through the front door.
Whites will show a solicitude for
the black experience.

hypnotize you, but they use hypnotic techniques. When somebody looks at you, you can feel
their power."
Chris felt their power.
He gave them all "his money$300 in travelers checks. He followe.d their orders. And . most
important, he believed in their
"new Messiah," Reverend Moon.
Chris often had his doubts
about this "new Messiah," but
the other cult members convinced him he should believe.

THIS SUMMER get a job with a
FUTURE! Have fun, see the heartland
of America and test your ability.
Earn nearly $500 and 3 college credits
by attending a 6-week ROTC camp at
Fort Knox, Kentucky. You'll spend your
days training at the home of the Armor
Corps learning such skills as leadership, first aid, communication, tactics
and Ranger techniques.
You'll spend your free time abroad
a paddlewheel steamer plying the historic waters of the Mississippi or at
the Kentucky Derby racetrack in Louisville!

I
I

I

No obligation - if you like it, it will be a
shortcut through ROifC at Eastern

Largest Selection-Best Quality

N. 1711 Division
326-3977

For more information see Cpt. Jim Spring or call ·359-2386
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HPERA Complex
MAY 16, 1979
12:15 p.m.

OPEN TO ALL RUNNERS
Entry Deadline May 14 ·
$4,Entry Fee
5.3 miles of paved Cheney streets

T-shirts to all entrants
Awards to first..,... le and female
Entry forms at PUB Info Desk, HPERA
Info Desk, Showalter Lobby, Cheney Free
Press, Y4'1CA, YWCA, Human Race and
Northwest Sports

SPONSORED BY EWU ARMY ROTC
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More chances for women

Foreign service expanding
By Linda Kinler

Only a fraction of the State
Department's Foreign Service
officers are women-but there are
definite plans afoot to remedy
that situation.
Kent Goodspeed, Eastern's diplomat in residence, says the State
Department is making a real
effort to expand the number of
women in the service.
He said that of the 8,000 Foreign Service employees scattered
worldwide, half are women. But
only about 340 of those are
officers. ·
"This total is higher than what
most people think but it is still
lower than what we'd like," said
Goodspeed, who works out of the
government department in Patterson Hall. "The service is
making a push to get more
women involved and into the
officer ranks."
There is no distinction made to
sex. Women do exactly the same
type of work and have the same
opportunities as men, Goodspeed
said. A woman can become a
foreign service officer, a secretary or she can work in communications.
" Actually, the opportunities
and employment are better for
women," he added. "But the
selection process is very competitive and selecti\'.e ,"
Last year, 13,500 ·applicants
took the written examination.
Only 3,300 passed. Of those, only.
400 passed the oral examination.
Their names go on a waiting list
as having met the requirements.
Goodspeed said that an average
of 150 to 200 are hired every year.

The written examination is ·
given once a year in December
throughout the United States and
other countries.
"The educational requirements
aren't really spelled out," he
said. "Normally, you need a
bachelor's degree, but not in any
particular field. Generally, just a
good liberal arts background.

Kent Goodspeed

"I couldn't say a single major
is best," he added . "Some people
have a major in biology or
English literature. It's nice to
have a historical education, a
general understanding of the development of western civilization. "
Secre~rial requirements are a
high school diploma or an equivalent, 80 words per minute dictation experience and 40 words
per minute typing.
Communications positions require 18 months teletype experience.

"The most important things to
have are good judgement, analytical and writing ability. The
employee is dealing with people
in other countries. He should be
able to interpret, to translate.
The examination process placed
emphasis on this," Goodspeed
said.
Knowing a foreign language is
helpful, but not required.
Employees must be prepared
to go anywhere in the · world,
Goodspeed said. "The government will pay for extra expenses
once the employee has arrived at
his destination. A house will be
provided or a housing allowance
will be given. The government is
also responsible for medical costs
and educational allowances for
any children.
There are advantages and disadvantages to the job. The employee must move every two to
four years.
"It doesn't get .easier," Goodspeed said . "I find that moving
gets less fun as you get older."
The employee must be prepared to live outside his own
country. This often includes family .
For the children it can be an
educational problem and advantage. Schools in every country
can differ, but traveling is in
itself an education. Children
learn the ability to get along with
others and adapt to a foreign
situation .
" Work in a foreign service
offers travel, new culture and an
opportunity for a satisfying and
challenging career," Goodspeed
said .

Clinic_ offering
speiJCh -therapy
Eastern's Speech and Hearing
Clinic has immediate openings
for diagnosis and treatment of
speech disorders, according to
Dr. Dorvan Breitenfeldt, clinic
director.
Children and adults with such
problems as delayed language
development, articulation disorders, aphasia, cerebral palsy
and stuttering can be diagnosed
and treated.
Advanced Eastern students in
speech pathology provide therapy under direct supervision of
faculty members, Breitenfeldt
said.
Fees are $15 for diagnosis and
$1.50 per session, and these fees
may be waived in case of need.

extension 2301, toll-free from
Spokane.
Persons interes ted in room and
board may call Eastern's Conference Center, 838-5271 , extension
2406, toll-free from Spokane.

Delphine Williams

The clinic will offer an intensive therapy program for advance stutterers June 19 to July

Williams
honored

12.

The workshop is open to stutterers 14 years of age and older.
" Participants will be seen now
for diagnostic evaluations," Breitenfeldt said .
The program will include therapy sessions from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
da ily, a nd pa rticipants will have
ass ignm ents to complete in the
mornings.
Advanced Eas tern students in
speech pathology will work with
three faculty members in providing therapy.
The fee is $15 for diagnosis and
$70 for the 3 and a half week
program. Interested persons
may call the clinic at 828-5271 ,

Delphine Willi ams , 18, was voted Outsta nd ing Sponsor for wi nter qua rter by her teamm ates in
the E WU Sponsor Corps.
Willia ms , a freshman accounting major from Walla Walla , is
also the drill team commande r .
She choreographed a routine performed by the all-girl squad in
Anaheim , Calif. , last month as
part of a national drill team
competition . The tea m placed
eighth out of the 20 teams participating .

LET'S ADVANCE

BARBARA

ZANE ·

FOR

DENVER
PARMENTER

FOR

A.S. VICE
PRESIDENT

A.S.
PRESIDENT

WE HAVE THE EXPERIENCE
NOW WE NEED YOUR SUPPORT

VOTE TODAY

P q
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Gallery
Opera opening
here next week
Eas tern wi ll present its s pring
quarter mu ical production , " An
Even ing of Opera ," al 8 p.m . in
Showalter Auditori um on campus
May 17 , 18 and 19.
elected scenes from Gioacchino Rossini ' comi c op ra " The
Bar ber of Sevi lle, " a nd " The
Dark Young Man ," by Elie Siegmeisler , direc ted by mus ic professo r John Duenow , star a
combi ned 13-member , a ll-s tudent
cas t.
Ti ckets wil l be availab le al no
charge al the theatre door , according lo a department spokeswoman . Reser vations a re not
neces ·ary, s he said .
" Ba rber ·• is the story of Figa ro, ev ille's mo l popula r barber, and how he helps a young
ha ndso me count outwit a n agi ng
doctor a nd marry the doctor 's
lovel y ward, Rosina . The lib retto
of the opera is from a pla y by
Pierre R aumarchais, written in
1775.

In " Dark Young Man," Miranda, 17 , seek lo demolish the
wa ll of protec tion with which her
s tern fa ther has surrou nded her .
Her frisky Aunt an ha s a plan :
at va riou times , she fal ely
informs Mira nda 's fat her of indis retions committed by a dark
young man who passes the house
each day . Repeatedly the innocent victi m of the fa ther 's indignation , th e young man at las t
inv es tiga tes a nd meets the far
from unwilling woman he never
dreamed of.
The cast of " Dark Young Man"
includes Tami ea r a nd Linda
Holm es , both ma joring in vocal
performa nce. " Barber s " cast
inc ludes students Ron Runyon,
Keith Ham lin , Anne Thurman ,
J erry Brown , Pa ul Ludington ,
David Gra ha m , Martha Knierim ,
Bru ce
hesle rman , Michael
Cop la nd , Greg Kirk a nd J eff
Vernon , a ll of whom a re studyi ng
musi c at Eastern.

Percussionists play
Easlern 's percuss ion ensembl e,
dire led by music profe or a nd
poka ne Sy mph ony member
Martin Z skow ki , will be fea tured in concert Wednesda , May 16
a t 8 p.m . in the Music Bui ld ing
Recital Hall.,~
The 13-memb e r
n mbl ,
compri ed of Smith a nd EWU
m u ic s tudents , as a res ult of

uccessful pa t a ppea rances, has
bee n in vited lo perform next
ove mb r at the 1979 Ca nadian
ationa l Band onference in Calga r y, Alberta .
In a ddition , th group will be
defending its firs t place awa rds
<ea rn d in 1977 and 1978) at the
1980 W . tern Slates Percussion
Arts ompetilion a t Northridge,
a lif.

Show your stuff
In ce lebration of sprin g , th e Harlequin Street Theatre, a comedy troupe from California, will perform
outs ide in th e P B Mall Tu esday at noon. The group's repertoire includes comedy routines , puppetry
ancl acrobatics.

Opens in PUB

'Holocaust' depicts Nazi era
By Scott Miles
" Holocaust," hailed by television critics as one of the most
effec tive a nd re leva nt productions in recent yea rs , will play in
the PUB multi-purpose room
next week .
Beginning Monday , the fourpa rt drama will be presented for
four co nsec utive nights with
showings at 2 p .m . and 7 p.m .

" Holocaust" chronicles th e
tragedy of two German famili esone J ewish and one Nazi--during

02.0NREN-FN
A Week of Grea1: llusic
Specials!!

North 5 Wall
Spokane
747-2315

World War II. Televised in the
United Slates during April of
1978, it was a great commercial
success as well as an acclaimed
his torical re-enactment.
Emmys went to Gerald Green
for his screenplay, which he later
developed into a bestselling novel
and to Michael Moriarty for his
brilliant portrayal of a Nazi
official.
The scope of " Holocaust "
power, however , was not realized
until it was offered for sale on the
international market. Several
countries flatly refused to telecast the program , arguing that it
showed only one side of the war .
Many television executives
s imply fell the wounds of World
War II were too fresh to reopen.
Lasl autumn Poland finally
bought the righ ts to " Holocaust"
a nd arrangements were made to
televise it nationa lly .
After private screenings, however , a protest group demanded
the telecast be canceled . The
group objected to a sequence

.

MUSIC PACKAGE WEEKEND V
Starts Friday May 11 at 5:00pm and
concl udes Sunday evening . Each
music package features a 15-minute set
by a different artist. Music package weekends
are fast becom ing the most talked about
feature on Spokane radio.

Thurs., May 10:

Fri., May 11:

KREM-FM'S FIRST ANNUAL SPRING
CONCERT CLASSIC

Sat., May 12:
Sun., May 13:
Mon., May 14:

May 14-19. Six concerts in as many nights.
1 0:00pm each night. Culminating in another
"KREM-FM" Saturday Night Live.

Tues., May 15:

5/14 Supertramp
5/ 15 Wings
5/ 16 Little Feat

5/17 Head East
5/18 Allman Bros.
5/ 19 Rush

Wed., May 16:

Tomato Soup, Liverwurst on Rye
with Corn Chips, Beef Stew, Turkey
Salad Bowl
Clam Chowder, Tacos, Ravioli, Fruit
Salad Bowl
Brunch
Brunch
Navy Bean Soup, French Dip Sandwich & Aujus, Pork Chow Mein,
Meat Salad Bowl
Scotch Broth, Sloppy Joes, Salmon
Loaf with Cream Sauce, Ham Salad
Bowl
Cream of Chicken Soup, Hamburgers, Macaroni and Cheese, Taco
Salad

Off campus lunch tickets are availabl e in the Cashier's
for 10 lunches for $13.50 or $2.95 per day.

where Polish army officers were
portrayed as being cruel and
brutal. The seq uence wa s censored and the program was tel evised
as scheduled .
In Spain, protest was so grea t
that plans to purchase "Holocaust" were abandoned.
National networks in England
debated over purchasing rights
until a small station finally
bought the option and televised it.
It was one of the most popular
shows ever aired in Great Britain .
In January of this year , " Holoca ust " was required viewing for
school children in Germany and
Chancellor Willy Brandt recom mended the program in a speech
to the German Cabinet. In spite of
the ex treme controversy , the
popularity of an anti-Nazi production is proof that the world
may yet lea rn to accept a lesson
from the past.
Many times, critics have accused "Holocaust" of containing
too many dramatic cliches .
Whatever its dramatic flaws , the
value of this production is that it
hopes to show a new generation
the consequences of Naziism-some thing that s hould never be
forgotten.

Dance planned
The ROTC Ball will be held
to midnight at
the Fairchild Officer's Club . Entertainment will be provided by
Storm.
Cadets a re requested lo wea r
dress greens with a white shirt
and bow ti e . Women cadets must
wea r greens with a white blouse. ·
Other s tudents may wea r form a l
atti re, men wearing coats and
ti es.
Tickets ma y be purchased at
adet Ha ll for $5 per couple. Th
affair is op n lo ev ryone a nd
information may be received by
a iling 359-2387 .
•. - ' V 12from8p.m.

f
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One-act plays
please, appall
Ry Scott Miles

Two one-act plays written by
drama s tudent Ward L. Turner
opened al the University Theatre
last Thursday and alternately
delighted and appalled spectators .
The " Two by Turner" offerings
are a part of the theatre 's " A
Spring Outing," and feature direction by Eastern drama student Connie Haun.
The first of the two plays is an
adaption of an original Sherlock
Holmes radio play entitled "The
Shocking Affair of the Dutch
Steamship Friesland . II Set in a
Hollywood radio station during
World War II, the comedy depicts
antics of the actors while performing the radio show.
The script idea is innovative
and the mild slapstick is done
with ease. Thomas Grant and
Stephanie Vann do especially fine
jobs with comic acting but Patricia Davis steals the show with
her portrayal of a drunken announcer.
The second play, "It's Christmas," is another installment in
the "boy-can't-find-himself-Daddoesn't-understand" series.
The unbelievably trite script is
so predictable it's silly. Dad is
cynical and mean, alienating his

,,.

daughter a nd "searching" his
son . But after a few kind words
from Mom , his facade melts and
he is shown as a really great guy .
Had enough? Sorry, there 's
more.
The acting in " H's t:hristmas "
befits a high school play . Leland
Smith, who plays the son, Josh,
and Joseph Brychell and Patricia
Davis, who play his parents , give
shallow and dry performances .
They are outdone only by Gerrianne Booth, who is dreadful as
Josh's sister Sandy .
One bright spot of the play,
however, is Stephanie Vann's
performance as Josh's cranky
grandmother. As she did in
"Steamship Friesland," Vann
shows a real talent for comic
acting. Sadly, in this production
she is wasted.
Although some scripts and performances are weak, it may
interest area residents to seek
plays produced entirely by students . If that's the case, "Two by
Turner" will run May 10, 11, 12
and the following Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Reservations may be obtained
by contacting the University
Theatre at 359-2825. Admission is
free with student identification.

On campus

Today

PROGRAM: "Backpacking," noon, Women's Center.
RECI'I'AL: Senior Dee Dee Smith, 8 p.m.; Music Building Recital Hall
Today-May 18 EXHIBIT: Howard Hay ; Art Gallery, Department of Art.
·
EXHIBIT: Patty Haag, Painting on Fabric, noon-4 p ..m.; Pence Union Gallery.
Today-May l9 ON STAGE: "The Shocking Affair of the Steamship Friesland," and " It's
Christmas," showing each Thursday, Friday and Saturday evening at 8 p.m .
WORKSHOP: "Teaching Women's History at the Secondary Level," 9 a.m .

Bon Marche.
MOVIE: "20,000 Leagues Under the Sea," 2 p.m.; PUB.
MOVIE: "Casey's Shadow,'' 2 p.m.; PUB.
RECITAL: Rosemary Waldrop, 3 p.m.; Music Building Recital Hall .
MOVIE: "Holocaust 1," 2 p.m. and 7 p.m.; PUB.
RECITAL: Catherine Heilsberg, 8 p.m.; PUB.
NOONER: Harlequin Street Theatre, 12 p.m.; PUB Mall.
MOVI~: "Holocaust 11," 2 p.m. and 7 p.m.; PUB.
RECITAL: Gregory Watson, 8 p.m.; Music Building Recital Hall.
MOVIE: Opera Film Series, . "Tales of Hoffman," 12 p.m. and 3 p.m.; Music
Recital Hall.
MOVIE: "Hoiocaust IU," 2 p.m. and 7 p.m.; PUB.
ON STAGE: EWU Percussion Ensemble Concert, 8 p.m.; Music Building Recital Hall.
LECTt,JRE: "What's Olympia Doing for Women," Karen Harwood, Washington
Women United, noon; Women's Center.
·

~lay 1:1
May U
May 15

May 16

I

May 17
I
I

Off campus
May 10 & 12
June 13 & 14
June 23

MAD,AMA BUTTERFLY, 8 p.m.; Opera House, $13.50, $11,
HARRY BELAFONTE, 8 p.m.; Opera House.
ERIC CLAPTON, 8 p.m.; Coliseum.

PART-TIME JOB
WEEKENDS ONLY

Flutist to perform
Flutist Gale Coffee, wife of
EWU music professor Webb Coffee and member of the Spokane
Symphony Orchestra , will perform as a guest artist in the
Music Building Recital Hall at 8
p.m. Saturday , May 19.

RECITAL: Percussionist Glen Gurnard, 8 p.m.; Music Building Recital Hall.

May l1
May 12

It

Must have good personality and
math skills
Excellent salary

Her program includes a Donizetti sonata for flute and piano,
a collection of pieces by Gabriel
Faure, "Ballade" by composer
Frank Martin, a Barfok suite for
flute and "Sonata in D Major" by
Prokofieff.

~7~~~;!2!~l~!!~~ 8
small business & individuals

Perfect job
for cullege student

BOOKKEEPING & TAX CONSULTING

BIG BROTHERS
Write to P.O. Box 2157
Spokane, WA 99210
with background and work history

PAM GOMBERG

IT AT

.Retread

DEX
BAILEY

60 Days same
as cash O.A.C .

235.-6183
7 Spokane Street
Cheney

Tube Type _
Nylon
Cord w/Exchange*

4 PLY

POLYESTER

w·hitewalls
6.70 - 15 . $30.95
A78-13 • • • • . 2295
7•00 - 15 • • • $35 • 95
878-13 • • • • .2495
_16 . . . $32 _
6.
5
0
95
C78-14 • • • • .29195
7• 00 - 16 • $37 • 95
.
2895
.
.
LIGHT S 7.50 -16 . $46 .95
o?a-14
• •
,aOMMERCIA
. 2995 ~
L
F.E.T. $ .4 to $ _

All Weather

FIBERGLASS

Quadra
Radial
..
TIRE DEAL~it~! . . . . . 3Q9S
SPECIAL
BR78x13

$4095
PRICE

BR78-13 ............ 40.95
ER78•14 ............ 45.95
FR78-14 ............ 47.95
GR78-14 ............ 49.95
HR78-14 ............ 52.95
FR78-15 ............ 49.95
GR78 -15 ............ 54.95
HR78-15 ............ 57.95
LR78-15 ............ 60.95
Plus F.E.T. $1.84-$3.02 ::!nd like
size recappable casing

NO BLEMS

235-4397

Radial

CHARGE

SIZE

'8, $6.

4 -----r------'
3 81
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -2- -

G78-14 . . . . 31 es.
H78-14 . . . . . 3295
G78-15 . . . . 33es
H78-15 . . . . . 34e5
L78-15 . . . . . 3695

LI•g ht
Commercial
.
~=-=-=---Hiway
R8 t rea d S

78 Series

850x16 . . ... ... . .. .. 2f ,95•
100x,s .. .... ..... . 22.95•
1sox1s . . ... .. ..... 26.95
FET $1 .SO lo $2.00 with like
ala rec:appable c:ulnc:m.

AS LOW AS

• •

F.E.T. $1.62 to $2.96

White 8 Spoke

15x7 . . . . 24.95 ea.
15x8 . . . . . . 26.95 ea.
16.5x9.75 ... 42.95 ea.

Wire Diab Wbeels
14x7 . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.95
15x7 . .... . : ... $41.95
- SS Mags
14x7 . . . . $44.95
15x7 . . $48.95

S15. 95

F.E.T. $.75 with Exchan e

DRUM BRAKE SPECIAL
•Install brake shoes •Add fluid
on all 4 wheels
•Turn drums
•Rebuild cylinders

•Inspect complete
brake system

$7!}!Js

Tire
Deal

Highway Tread
With Exchange*
SIZE
AA78x13
BA78x13
CA78x13
CA78x14
ER78x14
FR78x14
GR78x14
HR78x14
AR78x15
GR78x15
HA78x15
JR78x15
LR78x15

PRICE.
.. . . . .. 19.98
. .. . ... 20.98
. .. . .. . 20.98
... . . . . 22.98
. .... .. 24.98
....... 26.98
. . . . . . . 27.98
.. .. ... 28.98
. ...... 26.98
.... .. . 28.95
. .. .. .. 29.95
. . . .... 31.95
. . ... .. 33.95

Plus FET $0.95 and like
Size Recappable Cas ing.

Dex Bailey
Shocks
Standard

c,~ry Out

sg95

ea.

Heavy Duty
Carry Out

$11 95 ea.
Air Shocks
Carry Out

s44es

pair

.
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If it hit tomorrow,
would you be ready?

Disaster
By Rich Glynn

You're sitting in the dorm ,
listening to your favorite FM
station. Suddenly , the music is
replaced by the high pitched
drone of the Emergency Broadcast System .
"This is not a test. Stay tuned
for further details . I repeat, this
is not a test." Now you hear the
warbling of the air raid sirens
cutting through the air.
What are you going to do ?
While a nuclear strike may
seem an unlikely possibility ,
many people could someday be
asking themselves that very
question .
In this area , Fairchild Air
Force . Base is a prime nuclear
target with its B-52 bombers
containing nuclear payloads .
With Fairchild in close proximity , a nuclear attack could have
disasterous results to Eastern
and the surrounding community .
Today, civil defense is viewed
by many with a slightly a mused
look as something out of the 50s
and '60s when the Joe McCarthys
wor ried America about internat iona I communism subverting
our morals a nd lobbing missiles
at the free world .
The days of weekly a ir raid
drills in school a re over. Then,
students would run to open all
the windows, hide under desks
and make faces while wondering
who 'd want to bomb a school,
other than the students .

Today , almost two decades
later, fears of the octopus of
communism encircling the free
world have all but vanished. The
harbingers of nuclear doom have
gone the way of the Edsel, and
the Civii Defense program has
languished . The black and yellow
signs designating still-existing
shelters are now the only apparent reminders of a bygone
age.
Established in 1950, the Federal Civil Defense Act made civil
defense planning the mutual job
of federal , state and local governments ;,, providing for the sur-

viva! of citizens during nuclear
attack .
" With civil defense , we ' re
maintaining a subdued type of informational program . The fallout
shelters that are still around have
supplies, but both shelters and
supplies are outdated and there
isn' t a program to update them at
this time," said Robert Pounds,
director of Emergency Services
in Spokane.
" During the tornado alert I
spent the time at City Hall w'ith
the mayor ," said Pounds .
"Though we have formats to
follow in these events, it really

>% ~
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IN Eastern
in you, the students
in being realistic
vve can do the job

MIKE LEAHY
for ASEWU President

Skip Cavanaugh
for ASEWU Vice President

*

VOTE
TODAY
Paid for by the Committee to Elect Leahy & Cavanaugh
Ernest Sjoberg and Mike Warnecke, Co-chairmen

In Spokane, the Unusual Occurances Plan covers emergency
situations.
"It's a flexible plan that just
lays general guidelines in case of
anything from civil disorder to
nuclear attacks," said Lt. Oien,
Spokane Police civil defense coordinator.
" We really don 't have any
enhanced powers in emergency
situations other than calling in
our 50-man reserve force. What
we'd do is much the same as our
daily routine : public safety, "
said Oien.
At Eastern, Campus Safety is
expected to deal with any occurances that would come under '
the realm of civil defense or
natural disasters.
Chief Barney Issel of Campus
Safety says there isn' t much his
department can do other than
handle each situation as it arises.
" We've been working on some
kind of program over the past
four months for civil defense and
dealing with a major incident
which would endanger the community," Issel said . " If something did come up, such as our
tornado, we have to do something, even though it's only some
comforting advice."
"Essentially, the people are
strictly on their own during an
emergency, " agreed Stevens.
" We can only offer our services
· and knowledge and hope they'll
be followed ."

A.S. committee

WE BELIEVE...
•

has to be played by ear since
Spokane hasn 't a past history of
tornados, floods or other problems of that nature."
Eastern's emergency planning
is on par with the rest of the area
in not having any set format
dealing with nuclear or natural
disasters.
Fred Johns, vice-president for
business and finance , says Eastern has had no contact with the
Civil Defense people since the
Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962,
when government inspectors delegated appropriate buildings on
campus as fallout shelters.
However, the Showalter and
Hargreaves shelters are nothing
more than basements, with little
or no emergency supplies stocked
there.
Shelters obsolete?
" The emphasis is now on evacuation in the event of imminent
nuclear attack," said Pat Stevens
of the County Emergency Services Office .
" With the present technology ,
shelters are quickly becoming
obsolete. Add to that the expense
of ma intaining the shelters, the
most effective way of protecting
the populace is through our crisis
relocation program ," she said.
In the event of an emergency
due to man made or natural
causes, local law enforcement
would have a lion's share of the
responsibility in dealing with
disaster situations.

*

offers answers
Have a problem with your
dorm director? Are you burned
up about the grade you received
in class? Or maybe you just
would like to know what programs are available to students
on campus.
If so, the Student Welfare Committee of the Associated Students
of EWU can give you satisfaction
or send you to someone who will.
" What we want is to help our
students with any problem or
question that will help them
better in their campus life,
whether the student lives in the
dorms or commutes," said Kathy
Svinth, chairman. "We're here to
see that students receive their
rights."
Svinth said her committee is
involved with many facets of
college life. " For example, a

subcommittee on the student employment policy is trying to obtain higher wages for campus
workers," she said.
Svinth stressed that if students
have a gripe of any kind, welfare
committee members are the ones
to talk to.
" What we don't want to be is
some kind of power elite who
dictates policy without some kind
of feedback from the students,"
she said. "We need to know what
our students want and need, even
something that they may deem
trivial."
Svinth said her committee
operates out of the A.S. office,
located on the third floor of the
PUB.
"Access is a simple walk upstairs," she said. "We can get
results or guide the student to
,omeone who can help."

Stripes heads club
Jan Stripes, newly elected president of the EWU Home Economics club, says she hopes to see
the organization break away
from its traditional image ..
" We want Colhecon (the official name of the club) to get
away from that image of sewing
and cooking," she said. "We have
a lot of service projects and fundraisers planned for the future."
Stripes, a senior at EWU , majoring in home economics, says
she decided on that career after
teaching cake decorating for IO
years. Her achievements include
serving as s tudent president of
a summ er home economics convention and receiving the 1978
Spokane Home Economil.:s Asso-

ciation award.
Other club officers include Dionne DeNio , vice president;
Katie Okihara, secretary; Ruth
Lagerberg, treasurer; Chris
Sumner , historian a·nd Lori.
Moore. social chair.

Jan tripes
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Racquetball:
the upstart sport that's
taking over the courts
. '.

By Nancy Greer
A new craze is sweeping the
nation.
A decade ago, tennis balls were
the hottest things on the courts .
And a few years later, jogging
became the latest fad, luring
thousands of health-conscious
runners out of their homes and
onto the asphalt.
The tennis shoes are still in
motion but the scene has shifted
from city streets to indoor courts .
What's the name of this newest
game, which is possibly one of the
fastest growing sports in America? Racquetball.
Whether you 're a beginner who
has just hefted a racquet for the
first time or a deadly pro, this
fast-paced contest provides an
appeal for athletes of all abilities.

Pat Whitehill, 49, an EWU
physical education professor who
is one of the nation's top-ranked
players, says a basic clue to
racquetball 's increasing popularity is that it is a relatively easy
game to master.
"It takes one or two times on
the court to learn to play and
have a lot of fun at the same
time," he said. "And you can
advance to a high skill level very
quickly.''
Racquetball developed from
paddleball, a cross between tennis and handball first played in
the 1920s. In the 19408, a stringed
racket was substituted for the
solid paddle and the name
changed to paddle rackets. About
10 years ago, during the first
international championships in
St. Louis, the game title was
again switched-to racquetball.
"One story goes that racquetball was born when someone
came into a handball court with a
cutoff tennis racket and started
hitting the ball around," Whitehill said. "Who knows how much
truth there is in tha·t. But a lot of
today's really good players did
start off playing paddleball."
During the past five years,
interest in the sport has mushroomed to huge proportions and
many area residents have fallen
under the spell of the rapid-fire
game. Eastern's Phase complex
now boasts 12 courts, most of
which were originally inteni:Ied
for handball.
Popularity growing

Last quarter, nearly 300 East- •
ern students enrolled in racquetball classes offered by the physical education department. The .
growing number of players keeps
the college courts, as well as
eight private clubs in Spokane, in
steady demand.
"Jogging really became popular because it is easy; everyone
already knows how to run,"
Whitehill explained. "This is a
similar situation. Racquetball
takes coordination but not a
whole lot of brute strength. Gals
are just as efficient at it as the
fellows.
"And racquetball attracts both
the really good athletes and those
with less than average athletic
ability," he added. "It's super
exercise for everyone."

Whitehill, who was an avid
handball player, says he was a bit
dismayed when racquetball was
first offered at Eastern in 1973.
" I really resisted it because I
didn 't want to see the handball
courts ruined," he said with a
wry grin. "But then I realized
that I might as well join instead of trying to fight off everyone."
Once Whitehill made up his
mind to accept the game, he
became a skilled player and is
now ranked seventh nationally in
the master's singles division
(ages 45-54) .
National competitor

As winner of a regional tournament held on the Cheney campus
last month, Whitehill earned a
berth to the national championships, to be held in Las Vegas
during Memorial Day weekend .
It won 't be his first trip to
nationals . Last year, he competed in the Nevada match and
won the master's singles consolation rounds .
"The player who beat me went
on to take second place in the
tournament, ;, he recalled. "I
imagine the competition will be
just as good this year, with about
60 competing in my division and
more than 500 overall."
With a grin, he added, "I'll be
happy if I win a couple of games
in nationals. But I'd really be
elated if I won the tournament."

Unlike some other popular
sports, Whitehill believes that
racquetball does not have a reputation for being a rich man 's
game.
" On the courts you can't tell
who is who and no one cares
anyway. In our tournament, we
had professional people and blue
collar workers side by side, '.' he
said . "What matters is how well
you've conditioned yourself and
how you play, not your status or
economic standing."
He is also enthusiastic about
the game as he feels it gives
people of different ages and
interests a chance to draw together.
"In our society today, we don't
seem to have many activities that
can be shared by different ages
and sexes," he said. "It used to
be that groups could mingle
more. But racquetball does seem
to provide a sense of fellowship .
Rich or poor, man or woman-anfone can enjoy it."
Whitehill is not the only member of his family who is an avid

,

.,

racquetball fan. His wife plays
several times a week and his
three sons are also ve ry com petitive on the courts .
" It's a great way to meet
people. Last summer we traveled
around the country and I found
partners in about every city ," he
said. " In Memphis, I met a man
who had his own court right in his
office building ."
Whitehill, who is chairman of
the Academic Senate this year,
says that his responsibilities to
the faculty organization have
limited his playing time .
Club active

"I still get to play pretty
regularly," he said . "But I normally teach a tournament class
and just haven't been able to do
that this year."
He is also advisor to a campus
racquetball club. " We're a small
group but getting more active
every year," he said . "We often
play in round-robin tournaments
against Spokane groups and do
pretty well.''

Whi tehill has competed in college basketball a nd track and
enj oys outdoor sports such as
skiing, backpacking , rafting and
fl y fi shing . While he has been
very active in racquetba ll competition, Whitehill says he will
probably be phasing out that
aspect of the game .
" I'm in fairly good physical
condition for my age but the
human body can only take so
much ," he said . " Like everyone,
I'll be reducing my activities as I
get older .''
But not just yet. Whitehill has
his eye on yet another game-squash .

...

"I've played it a little. But I
want to be better, " he said.
" About every five years I like to
develop a new motor skill . So
squash will probably be my next
project. "
Whatever his future interests ,
Whithill ins ists his racquet will
never be left to collect dust in a
corner .
"I enjoy it too much for that ,"
he said. " It's part of me now ."

As regional director for the
International Racquetball Association, Whitehill was responsible
for coordinating last month's
tournament, which drew more
than 150 players from the northwest states.
."We had competitors ranging
from age 10 all the way up to the
Golden Master's division, which
is for 55 and over," he said. "We
were really pleased with the
turnout and the level of skills that
were demonstrated here."
But not all players aspire to
cham_pionship levels.
"Most people are attracted to
this game because it is easy and
provides an excellent means of
exercise," he said.
Compared to tennis, racquetball is much easier to master.
"In tennis, you have to hit the
ball just so; the margin of error is
very great," he said. "But in
racquetball, all you have to do is
hit the ball against the wall,
before it can bounce more than
once. Even a beginner can· take
part in a big rally and have the
ball flying all over. He feels like a
successful player."
''Once you perfect_your skills_, a
player can become much more
precise," he added. "You want to
hit the ball about an inch from the
floor. But you don't need that
kind of precision to get started."
He admits that it is physically
demanding but no more so than a
game such as handball.
"Handball uses total body sym~etry, as you must use your
non-dominant hand as well as
your dominant and it probably
takes more skill to learn," he
said. "But as far as endurance is
concerned, racquetball is just as
demanding."

-·

•

Bill Hupe photo
Pat Whitehill, winner of a regional racuqetball tournament held on the Cheney campus last month,
earned a berth to the national championships to be held in Las Vegas, Nev. during Memorial Day
weekend. Pat Whitehill, an EWU physical education professor, is ranked seventh nationally.
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Sports

Tennis team ups record
Ron VanHorn 6-1, 6-1. Todd
Erickson, playing second singles,
beat Baralay Owens 6-3, 6-1.
DePaoli shut out Mark Harrington 6--0 , 6--0 . Mortensen beat Dave
Kinney 6-3, 6-2. Thompson soundly defeated Dave Owens 6--0, 6--0.
Sixth singles Mike Drake easily
beat Mark Bofemhamp 6--0, 6-1.
In doubles action, DePaoli/
Mortensen won 6-0, 6-2.
Second doubles team of Erickson/Thompson easily put away
their opponents 6--0, 6-0. Third
doubles team of Roth/Drake also
easily defeated their opponents

The EWU men's tennis team
upped its season record to 10
wins, 9 losses by defeating Washington State University and Central Washington University last
weekend .
The Eagle netters downed WSU
7-2 Friday . Norwood Brooks,
playing first singles, slid by Steve
Vorvis 6-0, 4-6, 7-5. Fourth singles
Barry DePaoli beat Pete Kremm
6-2, 6-4. Fifth singles Ron Mortensen bombed Jim Rice 6-2, 6-1.
Tom Thompson , sixth singles , put
away Tim Reid 6-3, 6-3.
In doubles action , first doubles
team of Roth /Brook defeated
Randy Goodwin / Vorris, 4-6, 6-3 ,
6-1. In the second doubles play ,
the team of DePaoli/ Mortensen
put away Steve Stewart/ Rice 6-2,

6-1, 6-2.

The men's tennis team traveled
lo Pullman yesterday to face
WSU in make up matches.
EWU to host

On Friday and Saturday the
EWU tennis team will host the
NALA District I Men's tennis
championships.
Pacific Lutheran University is

6-4 .

On the Eagle homecourts,
EWU again defeated CWU 9--0.
Leading the victorious team
was Dick Roth, who destroyed

the defending team and the fav- ·
orite to take the title. PLU's Dave
Trageser, last year's national
champion competitor, is expected to win.
Other teams attending will be
Whitman, Whitworth , Central
Washington, Western Washington , St. Martins and Lewis and
Clark.
Winners will travel to Kansas
City, Mo. , to compete in the NAIA
Championships May 29-June 2.
Coach Ron Raver said it will be
mostly a two team meet. PLU
defeated Eastern lpSt year 21-20.
"We're ·considered the dark
horse, but even though we've had
numerous injuries and illnesses,
we' re playing the best tennis of
the season now . We are peaking
as we should. "
EWU seniors Norwood Brooks,
Dick Roth, and Todd Erickson
will be playing their last matches
on Eagle home courts .

Triple victories

Sluggers sweep Western
the opener in the first inning, the
first run coming Qn a double steal
of second and home. Mike Sterberl 's single plated the other.
On Sunday, it was all Skip Hall
as he set a school record with 17
strike outs in a nine inning game,
beating the Vikings 3-1.
Hall had a shutout going until
the ninth inning when he got into
a jam. Western loaded the bases
with no outs on a walk and two
singles . Hall then fanned the
Vikings' clean up batter, gave up
a run scoring single, whiffed their
designated _hitter, and got the

By Jerry King

Sophomore golfer Tim Heleniak shows good form here helping the
Eagles to win their own invitational played at the Hangman Valey
Golf Course last week. The golfers are in Bellingham this week
trying to retain their title of defending NAIA District I Golf
Champions.

Golfers steal tourney
The Eagle golf team did not fit
the role of perfect host last weekend, winnint its own EWU Invitational Tournament with a
two-day total of 763 strokes on the
Hangman Valley Golf Course in
Spokane.
Eastern had a better score
than Portland State, which won
the Division I title with a 764
stroke total.
Eagle George Menegas led
Division II golfers with a 71-75.
Gene Kuhn came in third place
with a steady 76-76.
EWU travels to Bellingha!'!l

this week where Western Washington hosts the NAIA District J
Golf Championships May 7 and 8,
at the Bellingham Golf and Country Club and the Sudden Valley
Golf Courses.
Joining the defending champion Eastern Eagles will be
· Central Washington, Western
Washington, Pacific Lutheran,
Simon Fraser, Whitman and
Whitworth.
The tournament winner will
compete in the NAIA National
Championships on June 5 in
Greensboro, N.C.

The Eagle baseball squad completed a successful road trip to
Bellingham this weekend by
sweeping cross-state rival Western Washington .
EWU lost 6-4 to the number one
NAIA District I team, LewisClark State last Wednesday but
bounced back to defeat WWU 4-2,
3-1 and 3-1 Saturday and Sunday.
Chuck McGuire and Dave Cullen each tossed a four-hitter in
the Saturday sweep. The Eagles
won the opener 4-2 as McGuire
went the distance, striking out
seven, while walking only two.
Cullen came back in the nightcap to strike out five and walk
only one in posting a 3-1 victory .
Cullen got the three runs he
needed in the sixth inning. A tworun single by Mick Jackson was
the big blow.
The Eagles offensive power in
the opener came from Dennis
Labodia, who drove in Jackson
with one of two runs in the sixth.
The other scored on Jim Flanery's sacrifice fly .
EWU got its first two runs of

final out on a grounder.
Junior out.fielder Jim Snow set
a new school record of 26 stolen
bases when he picked up five
steals in the weekend action.
Jim Flannery had a runscoring single and Mike Mukanik
a run-scoring double in the
Eagles two-run fifth.
The series sweep boosted the
Eagle record to 17-20, overall and
15-13 in NAIA competition with
one game remaining this season.
EWU played the University of
Idaho here yesterday too late for
press coverage.

LIKE THE EASTERNER?
If not and you qualify for the job, you may
apply for Easterner Editor for next year.

Applications due May 17, 4 p.m.
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Off to regionals

Lady lobbers lose 3 of 4
The EWU women's tennis team
fell to defeat three out of four
times in the last two weeks,
leaving them with a 9-8 season
record.
Friday Eastern's girls lost to
Washi~gton State University B
team 4-5.
The only wins came in singles
action. Rosemary Stuart, second
singles, defeated Kellie Walsh
6-4, 6-4. Stuart's season record is
10 wins and 4 losses. Third-seeded
Judy Taigen edged by Sandy
Simpkins 7-5, 3·6, 6-2.
Fourth-seeded Julie Mertens
beat Darrely Ingham 6-2, 6-1.
Lindy Holt defeated Lorie Eads
7-6, 6-2. Holt upped her season
record to 11 wins, three losses.
On Tuesday, April 14, the Eagle
girls were defeated 9-0 by the
University of Idaho.
Win over Gonzaga
The EWU netters came back on
Thursday, April 26, to beat Gonzaga 7-2. In singles action, Trudy
Motooka, first singles, downed
Mary Huttula 2-6, 6-3, 6-0 . Stuart
easily defeated Rie Mussait 6-4,
4-6, 6-4.

Hol t destroyed Ellen McCormick 6-1, 6-0. Sixth seeded Maxine Vogel beat Katie White 6-3 ,

Dan Harris Photo

6-0.

Barry DePaoli, a junior letterman from Castlegar, B.C., has been a
leading force in the Eagle tennis successes this year. He and the
rest of the Eagle men's team are looking forward to hosting the
NAIA District I Championships, to be held on the Eastern campus
this Friday and Saturday.

In doubles, the second seeded
team of Stuart/Motooka beat the
team of Pam Whitaker/Cavanaugh 6-0, 6-3. Taigen/Patty Kinney, third doubles, slid by McCormick/Yett 7-6, 3-6, 7-5.
On Friday, April 27 , the EWU
girls fell to Central Washington
University.
Stuart defeated Jane Andreotti
6-0, 6-3. Vogel, playing fifth singles, overcame Barb Bauer 4-6,
6-4, 6-3. The win raised Vogel's

Tracksters prime
for district meet
The Eastern men's track team
primed up for this weekend's
NAIA District I Championships
with many personal bests in last
Friday's Arnie Pelluer Twilight
meet at Woodward Field.
EWU pole vaulter Paige Sagen
set a new meet record of 15 feet 6
inches.
And Vic White, who has been
recently hampered by a pulled
hamstring muscle, swept the
jumps--high, long, and triple.
Other winners for the Eagles
included Steve Quigley in the shot
put; the 440 relay team; Rick
Becker, 1500 meter; Greg Rooney, 110 hurdles; Stan Kerr, 4!)0
meter; Andy Newing, 400 meter
hurdles; and Rick Gehrts, 5,000
meter.

The Eagles will host Friday
and Saturday's District I Championships here on campus. The
spikers will be looking for some
team points out of the running
events as they have an amazing
six entries in each of the 1,500,
800, 400 and 200 meter dashes. Six
entries is the maximum a team
can enter in any one event.
Vic White, current national
triple and high jump champion, is
ranked first again in both events.
Others ranked nationally in the. •
NCAA Division II are Steve Kiesel, second in the 800 meter;
Steve Stageberg, fourth in the
1,500 meter; the mile relay team,
third; Rooney, fifth in the hurdles; and Gehrts, sixth in the 1,500
meter.

Mens & Womens
CUTS & STYLES
starting at $5. 00
a/at,

RldcenProcb:ts
Snip & Style
506 1st

235-4975

Fencing club returns
Eastern 's fencing club returned last weeekend from Washington State University 's spring invitational with three members
placing in competition .
Kendra Bender, one of the
club 's two women members
placed third in foil competition '.
Glen Bargabus took a fifth in the
men 's placing and Marc Lindsey
followed him in sixth place.
" Kendra has been fencing less
than a quarter," said Mark Majeski , club president. " Most of us
got interested in the sport

through classes at Eastern. We
decide~ to set up a group for
practice and improvement. "
Majeski said the group, in its
first year of competition, may be
setting up informal meets with
area schools.
"Fencing is a n individual sport
and a person's personali ty flows
all over it," he said . " We'll help
anyone who is interested , from
the beginner on ."
Majeski said the club meets
each afternoon from 2 to 4 p.m. in
the Phase gyms .

Tourney slated
The 'third annual Peter K.
Bozanich Memorial Golf Tournament will be held Friday at
Hangman Valley Golf Course.
The tournament is held · in
memory of Bozanich, who taught
accounting and decision science
at Eastern.
Proceeds from the tournament
support the Peter K. Bozanich
Scholarship Fund . Six onequarter, full tuition scholarships
were awarded at last year's
event.
Students, faculty , staff and
community participants are invited to send their entry fee of $20

to the Bozanich Memorial Golf
Tournament, Kin gsto n Hall
Room 216.
The entry fee includes green
fees , refreshm ents, and a priz,e
for every contestant. Trophies
and severa l prizes will be awarded in each of three divisions .
A Callaway Division is pla nned
for participants without established handicaps . Tee times will
be from 2 to 4 p.m . and can be
arranged by calling 359-2285. Student members of Beta Alpha Psi
will be contacting area businesses in coming weeks to collect
prizes for the tournament.

Senior; Grangeville, Idaho
Right-handed Pitcher

Wishert paces team
They are Sue Pike, Jamie Day,
Leslie Weber, Lisa Sorrell,
Cheryl Wishert, Kathy Mayberry, and Shellie Hammock.
to a second place finish with a
time of 1:53.9. ·
Eastern took first in the 400
meter relay with a time of 49.5 .
Jackie VanDeBrake grabbed
fourth in the 1500 meter run with
a time of 4:56.9, and Paula Better
threw the discus 113 feet 8 inches
for fifth place.

The women 's tennis team will
travel to Whitman for the combined NCWSA Regionals and
AIA W qualifying tournament today . The National Small College
competition will be held in Denver, Colo.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
Walter ''Skip'' Hall

Regionals next

By Jody Mulloy
Cheryl Wishert came from behind in the mile relay to defeat
Spokane Community College's
number one team with a time of
3:59.4 in the EWU hosted Pelluer
Invitational track meet last Friday.
Wishert brought home another
first place ribbon by winning the
400 meter hurdles in a time of
1:06.4, qualifying her for the
regionals. She also placed third in
the long jump, leaping 16 feet 8.5
inches. ·
Sue Pike finished first in the 800
meter race with a time of 2:21.
In the 100 meter dash Jamie
Day sprinted to a second place
finish, being clocked at 12.0.
EWU's medley team sprinted
Deri Lynn Harris grabbed sixth
place in the shot put, putting it 40
feet 6.5 inches.
Seven girls from the EWU
women's track team will travel to
Eugene, Ore., Friday to compete
in the regionals competition.

record to eight wins, three losses .
The first doubles team of Stuart
/Motooka were the only EWU
doubles team to win. They defeated the team of Holly Burns/
Kim Kiser 6-1, 6-4, raising their
record to nine wins against ·iour
losses.

-

Skip struck out 17 batters at Western Washington
University in Eastern's 3-1 win Sunday. Fourteen
of the strikeouts were on swinging third strikes.
He had 13 strikeouts in a row. Skip struck out eight
of the nine WWU batters at least once, and got
two batters three times. He gave up two walks and
five hits. Skip's record is now 5-5 for the season
with a .395 Earned Run Average.
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ASEWU Elections
SAMPLE BALLOT
ASEWU President

~

Mike Leahy
Denver Parmenter
Ron Weigelt

•
•
•

ASEWU Vice President
Skip Cavanaugh
Barbara Zane

•
•

Legislative Position 2
Lorin Combs
Susan Selle

Legislative Position 3
Ron Keene

Legislative Position 11
John E. Bauknecht
Michael Means

Legislative Position 12
Jack Smith

Legislative Position 13
Melody Lewis

Legislative Position 14
James R. Dodds
Craig Mason

Legislative Position 15
Larry Hersey
Kenn Kassman

I.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Do you feel that the present teacher
evaluations are beneficial to the course
instruction?
Would you like to see the results made
available to the students?
Would you ·like to have free coffee
house entertainment in the PUB?

•
No •
Yes •
No •
Yes •
No •

Yes

